
Plastic Lacing Crafts
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Bring colorful decor to life with plastic lacing. 

LaceLet’s



Stitch on 
embroidery-style 

accents with plastic 
lacing and a 
yarn needle. 
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Cool Hangs
Readymade burlap pennants, 

hand-cut felt letters, and 
plastic lacing—that’s all 

it takes to make a happy 
banner like this one. Tip: For 

sturdiness, back pennants 
with plastic canvas.

Catch You Later
The key to this dreamcatcher 
is lots of wrapping (and an 

intricate wooden ornament). 
Wrap different colors of lacing 

through wood, and tie off 
or secure with double-sided 

adhesive at the back. 



Grow Crazy
Macrame hangers get a quirky update 
with plastic lacing. Our design tip: Pair 

colorful lacing with complementing 
planters and chunky wooden 

beads for an eclectic (but 
put-together) look. 
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Fringe Forever
Add a little weekend to your 

workspace with this cheery DIY. Just 
wrap lacing around a book or similar 

object, cut one end for the fringe, and 
tie lacing around the other end to 

keep the tassel together. 

Store is More
Thick cotton piping plus plastic lacing 

equals a sweet, slouchy storage basket. 
Here, the lacing secures rows of cording 
together. Tip: Customize the colors to 

match your space.



Style Afoot
For textile stitch work that’s as sturdy 
as it is sassy, swap thread for plastic 

lacing. (We recommend using a 
yarn needle.) The trick? Riff off the 

fabric’s existing pattern, and it’ll 
look like it came that way. 

Crate Joy
How to get cheerier decor in fifteen 

minutes: Weave colorful lacing 
through the slats of a wooden crate 
(sold in Home Decor). If you’re using 
precut lacing, tie them together on 
the inside so the knots don’t show.  
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Write of  Way
Looking to expand on your plastic 

lacing expertise? Try using it to bind a 
DIY journal or add 3D embellishments 

(feather). We recommend using a 
heavy-duty adhesive to make  

sure it all stays put. 

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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